
PHONEMES OF THE IGNACIANO LANGUAGE 

WILLIS AND REBECCA OTT 

1. INVENTORY 

There are fourteen consonant phonemes in Ignaciano 1 / p t k b s s p c 
m n n r ? h/ ; one semiconsonant /y/; and four vowels /i u e a/. 

2. CONSONANTS 

The consonants include stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, vibrant, and 
glottals. 

The stops /p t k/ are voiceless and contrast at three points of articula-
tion: bilabial, alveolar, and velar. Stops tend to be lenis word initial 
except when in stressed syllables, mapa 'bee', mat a 'armadillo', tamutu 
'all, every', tamuku 'dog'. 

Fricatives /b s s/ contrast at bilabial, alveolar, and alveopalatal points 
of articulation. The bilabial is the only voiced fricative, and with some 
idiolects, may occur as a voiced stop, /b/ has a variant [w] which occurs 
before /a/, [b] occurs only before /e/ and /i / : biti 'we', beke 'water hole', 
baru 'parrot ' . 

The alveolar and alveopalatal fricatives are grooved. The alveopalatal 
fricative has been found only in a few words: bayusiriki 'grasslands 
quail', Sipu 'young girl', sena 'title used by older women for younger wo-

1 Ignaciano is spoken in an area surrounding the old mission of San Ignacio de 
Loyola, (now San Ignacio de Moxos, Beni, Bolivia). This area extends as far as ten 
leagues from the mission. San Ignacio de Loyola was founded in 1689 by the Jesuits, 
who gathered three groups together to form the mission. Tribal life is centered around 
the mission and its fiestas. - Ignaciano is a dialect of Moxos, which belongs to the 
Arawakan family. See Alfred Metraux, The Native Tribes of Eastern Bolivia and West-
ern Matto Grosso (= Smithsonian Institute, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 
134) (Washington D. C., 1942), page 54. Data was gathered on field trips in and 
around San Ignacio during the period of October 1956 to October 1957. 
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men'. However, it contrasts with the corresponding alveolar phoneme: 
sipu 'turtle', sipu 'young girl'. 

The affricates /0 5/ contrast at alveolar and alveopalatal points of 
articulation. Examples are given, showing contrast with other alveolar 
phonemes: tiei 'red', titibe 'sweet', tti 'blood', i f i 'howler monkey', 
mi si 'cat', kataisisi 'evil spirit', numeu 'my elbow', cuci 'small parrot' . 

The nasals /m n n/ contrast at bilabial, alveolar, and alveopalatal 
points of articulation: mabasa 'his town (man speaking)', nabasa 'my 
town', nimararakaPi 'I am gazing', nimararakaPi 'he is gazing (woman 
speaking)'. 

There is one vibrant, the flapped alveolar /r/. It never occurs word 
initially: biri 'cascabel', yare 'Come!', tira 'older sister'. 

There are two glottal consonants, the stop I?I and fricative /h/ : upaPi 
'a wild fruit', upahi 'duck'. Note also the contrast of the glottal stop 
with the velar stop: apiPi 'two (clay jars)', apiki 'two (teeth)'. 

Though contrastive, the glottal consonants behave quite similarly in 
rapid speech. In the unstressed syllables of rapid conversation, both 
the stop and the fricative become so lenis they appear to be lost. Since 
there are no identical vowel clusters in Ignaciano, a word such as tahaPa 
'what?' may become considerably shortened in the question 'what do 
you want?' tahaPa + pibaraPa > tapibaraPa. In the event of the loss of 
the /?/ or /h/ between non-identical vowels, the second vowel becomes 
an offglide of the first, which is always stressed: tahina 'there is 
nothing', ta'na nuriricu 'there is nothing (wrong), I am fine'. 

The semiconsonant /y/ is alveopalatal. The consonant-vowel patterns 
of Ignaciano permit vowel clusters in any position except word initial. 
The prevailing pattern is CV (see 5). Because of this pattern pressure 
[i] in consonant position is interpreted as /y/: yupi 'candle', yati 
'night'. 

We cannot leave the discussion of consonant phonemes without 
mention of those that have entered the language through Spanish words. 
These borrowed consonants are / f / ; the variant [b] of the phoneme 
lb/; /d/ ; the variant [q] of the phoneme /n/ ; and /l/. These are found in 
such words as (Spanish phonetically written in brackets): batjku [barjko] 
'bench', siykuki [sigko] 'five'; flure [flor] 'flower', labriyu [ladril yo] 
'brick', siye [sil ya] 'chair', dieki [dies] 'ten'. Note the new pattern of 
consonant clusters, which are practically nonexistent in Ignaciano. 
Other interesting examples of borrowings: arube [adobe] 'sun-dried 
mud brick' and huruma [orma] 'large clay pot for refining cane 
sugar'. 
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3. VOWELS 

There are four vowels /i u e a/ in Ignaciano, contrasting in high and low, 
front and back tongue positions. The high front /i/ optionally varies 
to [1] when following /a/. The high back vowel /u/ is rounded and option-
ally varies as low as [o] with some speakers. With some speakers the 
lower front vowel, /e/ optionally varies upward to [e]. It also optionally 
varies backward toward a central mid-vocoid [a] in word final syllables, 
which are unstressed. As the lower back /a/ (very comparable to the 
sound of Spanish /a/ phoneme) also optionally varies upward to this 
same allophone [a] in other unstressed syllables with the same speakers, 
it is sometimes difficult to differentiate these two phonemes in their 
rapid speech. 2 Examples of vowel contrasts: 

fil and /e/: biti 'we'; bite 'bat ' , 
/i/ and /u/: baPi 'no ' ; nubaPu 'my hand', 
/i/ and /a/ : kihare 'smoke'; kahare 'cotton', 
/e/ and /a/ : acene 'road, path ' ; acane 'a person (undefined)', 
/e/ and /u/: nunaPe 'my waist'; nunaPu 'my forehead', 
/a/ and /u/: tat a 'sir'; tatu 'treesap'. 
Voiceless vowels have been observed in phrase final positions, though 

infrequently. Complete analysis has not yet been made, but it appears to 
be a phonetic feature of optional variation. 

[Sukulatehl ~ Cukulatehi] cukulatehi 'chocolate grove'. 

4. STRESS 

In Ignaciano, stress is phonemic: mayusi 'pineapple', mayusi 'he shot 
(at something) (man speaking)', numama 'my skin', numama 'my chin'. 
Though unpredictable in many words, the general stress pattern seems 
to be that the primary stress most frequently falls on the second syllable 
and that secondary stress most frequently falls on the penult. 

5. SYLLABLE PATTERNS 

The following types of syllables occur in Ignaciano: V a.pi.na ' two'; 
CV ta.si.Pa ' then'; CVV kde.rea.na 'camotes'. A word may consist of 
a For an example of similar phenomena in another language see: William, Shipley, 
"The Phonemes of Northeastern Maidu", UAL, Vol. 22, No. 4 (Oct. 1956), 237. 
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as many as thirteen syllables. CV is the most common syllable type: 
nu.ti T , ti.ei 'red', pe.ti 'house'. 

A syllable pattern rare in Ignaciano is the CVC. It is found in only 
three words: nes.ta.pai.ka 'I fall', nes.ta.ka.bi.ya.fe 'I will whip you', 
sui.pis.ta.ka.pa 'she pressed (them) together'. Note that in all three 
cases the syllable-closing consonant is a sibilant, ocurring before the 
homorganic stop. 

All vowels are found in word initial, medial and final positions. All 
consonants may occur word initially except the vibrant / f / and the glottal 
stop /?/. All consonants may occur in any syllable, word-medially and 
word-finally. As we have already noted, there are no word-final closed 
syllables, therefore no final consonants. 

Because of the very infrequent occurrence of /§/ (see 2), nothing sys-
tematic can be said of its phonemic distribution. 

The syllable type with the vowel cluster constitutes one of the most 
interesting aspects of the phonemic structure of Ignaciano. This sylla-
ble type with the double vowel nuclei (CVV) has two phonetic patterns. 
These are: 

1. The nucleus with the vowel /a/ preceding the other vowel, /a/ carries 
the stress and the second member of the nucleus is an offglide. Examples: 
tct.ne 'pest', nau.ra.pe 'paddle', kae.fe.na 'cooking banana'. 

2. In all other nuclei the first vowel is shorter than the second, whether 
the syllable is stressed or not. It is interesting to note that when the 
first vowel of a syllable nucleus is /i/ or /u/, and immediately follows one 
of the stops /p/, /t/, or /k/, the following phenomenon occurs - /i/ sounds 
phonetically like palatalization and /u/ sounds phonetically like labiali-
zation: p{a.ma 'Give (me!)', t'u.ri.pa 'It's okay \ pui.ti 'now', ta.mu.tui.pa 
' that is all', yu.kua.na 'fires'. 

All four vowels occur in every syllable type with this restriction: /e/ 
does not occur before /i/. All vowels may precede or follow any of the 
consonants in any position, with these exceptions: /b/ never occurs 
before /u/; /y/ never occurs before /i/; /?/ and /?/ never occur word 
initially. 

All vowels may precede all consonants in word medial position without 
apparent restriction. 

In initial position in words beginning with a vowel, the following has 
been noted: 

/i/ never occurs before /?/. 
/a/ never occurs before /£/. 
/u/ never occurs before /s/, /m/ or /h/. 
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SAMPLE VOCABULARY OF THE IGNACIANO LANGUAGE 

1. man /ahaira/ 
2. woman /esena/ 
3. people /a5ane/ 
4. husband /suima/ 
5. wife /nuyena/ 
6. father /tata/ 
7. mother /meme/ 
8. baby, infant /amuya/ 
9. old man /i5abika/ 

10. water /une/ 
11. river /kahakure/ 
12. house /peti/ 
13. roof /petimaikePe/ 
14. fire /yuku/ 
15. firewood /yukuki/ 
16. ash /^imapa/ 
17. smoke /kihare/ 
18. sky /anuk£?e/ 
19. rain /tikiba/ 
20. sun /saSe/ 
21. moon /kahe/ 
22. star /harairiki/ 
23. thunder /tirureka/ 
24. lightning /terameka/ 
25. rainbow /a?e/ 
26. day /sa£emu?u/ 
27. night /yati/ 
28. earth /matehi/ 
29. tree /yukuki/ 
30. leaf /tapakahi/ 
31. root /tapare/ 
32. canoe /pakure/ 
33. paddle /naurapE/ 

34. fish /hima/ 
35. tongue /nunene/ 
36. mouth /nuhaka/ 
37. lips /nu5sya/ 
38. tooth /na?e/ 
39. nose /nusiri/ 
40. eye /nuki?a/ 
41. ear /nudaka/ 
42. head /nuCuti/ 
43. forehead /nunaPu/ 
44. hair /nudutimaka/ 
45. chin /nupani/ 
46. beard /numama/ 
47. neck /nupikenu/ 
48. stomach /nami/ 
49. back /nu5spa/ 
50. shoulder /nuhi?u/ 
51. arm /nupabaki/ 
52. upper arm /nunaPspabaki/ 
53. elbow /nu^u^u/ 
54. hand /nubaPu/ 
55. finger /nubauki/ 
56. fingernail /nuhipana/ 
57. leg /nupaikE/ 
58. knee /nupuyu/ 
59. shin /nu^anaki/ 
60. foot /niwapE/ 
61. toe /niwaki/ 
62. skin /numama/ 
63. bone /yaps/ 
64. blood /iti/ 
65. heart /nusamurs/ 
66. lungs /tahaha/ 
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